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FILL IN THE BLANKS.4
51.- Be quiet! My parents have ALREADY / JUST put the baby to sleep.
52.- This is the second time he HAS WON (win) the pools.
53.- She has had a headache FOR two days.
54.- Gillian HAS NOT STUDIED (not study) well recently.
55.- Gina HAD NEVER SEEN (never, see) a bullfight until she visited Spain.
56.- By the time he phoned us, we HAD SOLD THE CAR (sell) the car.
57.- There is SUCH a long queue for tickets that we won't be able to get any.
58.- I won't forgive you DESPITE your apology.
59.- - We could invite them over tonight. .
- If you don’t mind , I'd rather NOT COOK (not, to cook) tonight.
60.- It was SUCH cold weather that there was ice on our car windscreen.
61.- She paid SO MUCH money for this car that she won't let anyone else drive it.
62.- The book is short. BUT/ HOWEVER, it's interesting.
63.- "I thought you liked classical music". " ON THE CONTRARY, I hate it"
64.- " ON THE ONE HAND the beach is fun. On the other hand, I don't like the sand.
65.- My sister doesn't have a job ALTHOUGH she's a very talented person.
66.- BECAUSE OF / DUE TO the heavy traffic in cities, more people have started taking the train.
67.- Anna has stopped eating sweets. TO / IN ORDER TO lose some weight.
68.- She uses her video SO THAT she can have a recording of her favourite shows.
69.- Who are you bringing to the party BESIDES your boyfriend?
70.- Apart FROM English, she speaks three other foreign languages.
71.- TV offers a wide variety of programmes, SUCH AS news, sport and music.
72.- AS the washing-machine broke down, we washed the clothes by hand.
73.- Spain exports olives and wine BESIDES cars.
74.- We're organising a party. SO,/ THEREFORE/ FOR THIS REASON we are buying food and drink
for everyone
75.- Tina keeps her car in good condition. AS A RESULT, it always passes its annual road test.
76.- When you write a formal letter, FIRST write your address on the right. THEN, is to write the
address of the person you're writing to.
77.- The children will get ill IF they keep eating sweets and junk food.
78.- Unless Mandy TAKES CARE (take care) OF that cut, her leg will get infected.
79.- Had you told me the truth, I WOULD HAVE BEEN (be) upset yesterday.
80.- The librarian told the readers NOT TO MAKE (not, make) so much noise.
81.-The robbery took place ON Monday AT 1:30 IN the afternoon.
81.- The teacher wanted to know WHOSE pencil that was.
82.- The dentist WANTED TO KNOW / WONDERED whether I felt better after my tooth had been filled.
83.- She suggested that we SHOULD GO (go) to the theatre.
84.- Peter IS KNOWN ( know) to have connections with drug dealers.
85.- This CD HAS BEEN LISTENED (listen) hundreds of times
86.- I'm not used TO DRIVING (drive) on the left.
87.- We forgot PICKING UP (pick up) our friend at the airport.
88.-I will never forget VISITING (visit) the Leaning Tower of Pisa.
89.- I regret TELLING (tell) so much about myself.
90.- I regret TO TELL (tell) you that you have failed the exam.
91.- She stopped EATING (eat) chocolate last year.
92.- She stopped his homework TO EAT (eat) some chocolate.
93.- Now that you mention it I remember TALKING (talk) to him about the subject.
94.-I remember LOOKING FOR (look for) you passport and I found it in your closet.
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95.- Errol tried TO PASS (pass) the driving test but he didn't succeed.
96.- I tried USING THE NEW METHOD (use) the new method but it didn't work.
97.- They had to call the firemen OR ELSE/ OTHERWISE , the house would have burned to the ground.
98.-I wish you YOU HADN’T LIED (lie) to me. I don't understand why you did it.
99.- I wish Barry LOVED (love) me.
100.- I wish you YOU HAD BEEN QUIET/ WERE (be quiet).
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